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Project Description:
This research is concerned with the production of wool, and its use within architecture
for acoustic benefit. This practice based, material driven inquiry explores shared
issues around sustainability and materiality within both industries. The practice
addresses an oversupply of the strong wool fibre from agriculture, alongside the
increasing demand for affordable and sustainable materials for the architecture and
building industries. The research builds off existing findings around the mechanical
properties of wool when applied in an acoustic context.
New Zealand strong wool is used as a base fibre for the experimental development of
composite materials in this research. Strong wool has historically been a champion
fibre of the New Zealand craft and textiles industries. In recent decades, appreciation
and demand for the fibre has dropped among the wider industry reflected in the
lowering market price of the raw material. Modern synthetic counterparts have
become a more viable option as a base material for many mass-produced products
formerly manufactured from strong wool. This decrease in appreciation has
contributed to the label of ‘waste’ or ‘by-product’ being attached to the strong wool
fibre. This research aims to assist the rising public opinion of strong wool and other
by-product fibres and contribute to a heightened perception of prematurely discarded
or discounted materials. This project is funded by, and in collaboration with Palliser
Ridge.
Background:

Bachelor of Creative Technologies
Master of Creative Technologies - ongoing
Process:
The project takes on a materials driven design approach. The material of strong wool
is the main focus and departure point of the project. All design decisions are made in
relation to the materials used and how they perform in the context of acoustics and
interior design. The designer is a strong advocate for repeated tactile interaction with
materials to understand how they relate to each other and the situations they are
placed in.
Key Design Process Tools:
Sketching/Visual Journaling
Material Experimentation
Prototyping
Project Outcomes:
A series of material composites and prototype acoustic panelling was produced to
explore how strong wool may be integrated into large scale interior wall and ceiling
coverings. A family of interrelating materials are preposed as the building blocks for
future sustainable products.
Value of Textile and Design Lab:
The FeltLoom in the TDL has been the single most important tool for the processing
of the materials. The nature of commercial scale needle felting allows for fast
manufacturing of large textiles incorporating multiple fibres. As the project is
concerned with waste and off-cut fibres, the ability to laminate and collage existing
textiles forms the basis for all composite materials produced through the research.
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